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As the unveiling of the Samsung Galaxy S3 approached, the internet swirled with unfounded rumors. Next-generation specs were thrown out, and hopes were as high as they could be. When the device was finally announced, it didn't live up to the hype. Although, there's probably nothing that could. There may be an urge to dismiss the Galaxy S3 as a modest, somewhat attractive device, but that's not
going to stop Samsung from selling a huge number of phones - 9 million have already pre-ordered. The Galaxy S3 has been successfully written all over it, but not for the reasons you expect. The Galaxy S2 legacyThe first thing to consider before you get too down on the Galaxy S3 is that it is the successor to a hugely successful phone. The Galaxy S2 took the Android world by storm, finally passing the 20
million-unit mark in February 2012. Samsung even surpassed Apple in smartphone sales in late 2011, largely with the power of the Galaxy S2. This exciting success has made Samsung the top Android OEM, and this encourages confidence. There are consumers who will buy Samsung phones out of loyalty. Even those who didn't have a Samsung Android phone before have seen them around. It's
possible to spot more Galaxy S2 variants floating around than any other brand. If someone shows you their android phone, it's probably a Samsung. This goes a long way to building brand image, and leads people to try the Galaxy S3 when it's time for an upgrade. The Galaxy brand, especially after its fusion with the Nexus line, is probably as well known as the Droid branding by Verizon.Software with a
good first impressionThere are probably reasons to dislike the new touchwiz nature UX leather in the Galaxy S3 when it is compared to the Android 4.0 stock. However, these are aesthetic concerns and not everyone agrees. What will be clear when people get a Galaxy S3 is that the phone has some really useful features. Users will be impressed with Smart Stay, the eye tracking feature that keeps the
screen up while you look at the phone. This will probably demo very well in a retail environment and get people interested in the phone. Similarly, Samsung's intrusion into the future with voice capability with the S Voice will be a killer way to be perceived. When testing the leaky S Voice app, I found it gets the job done. Samsung has built on some witty banter, though not to the same extent Apple has with
Siri. Still, when people stand in the store and ask phone questions and get real answers, that makes the phone more attractive. It doesn't matter if s voice sits unused after This. Even Apple has to deal with constant complaints from users who don't care much about Siri after the honeymoon period. Features like Smart Stay and S Voice are just good outlets - a way to get phones out the door - and Samsung
knows that. Next page: The screen, and universal carrier support The Galaxy Tab S3 is a solid Android tablet with 9.7 inch high definition an elegant metal and glass body, and a strong pressure-sensitive stylus that proves - once again - what a fantastic piece of S Pen's technology really is. If only its battery life was a little better for those of you planning to multitask the good out of life with this tablet device
in tow. A host of multitasking software features The S pen is all Stylish hardware Available with an optional, comfortable keyboard Battery life is fine when the screen is in no water resistance It's not a replacement for a laptop See on Best Buy Android tablets it's not really a thing anymore, and although some manufacturers have produced devices worth using over the years , there hasn't been a specific
Android-powered tablet that has managed to move the needle into the industry. Frankly, that's why the Galaxy Tab S3 stands out in the first place. Although it looks so much like its predecessor, it's equipped with quite an added oomph, more than we've seen from any Android tablet in a long time, which makes it just as worthy of fanfare as its competition – namely the Microsoft Surface and Apple iPad Pro.
The Galaxy Tab S3 is a fantastic package. It's equipped with a capable processor, a live Super AMOLED display and a few other subtle hardware features that add to tab S3's premium tablet experience. The best part of the tablet is its included dependence, however: the patented S pen. This pressure-sensitive stylus proves again why it was an important selling point for the Galaxy Note series. If you've
always wanted Note mode on a larger screen, now's your chance, as long as you're willing to drop $600 for the Galaxy Tab S3. I (Florence Ion) write this review after four days using the Samsung Galaxy Tab S3. The tablet arrived with Android 7.0 and was not updated during the review. The Tab S3 was given by Samsung for review by Android Central. Category Spec operating system Android 7.0 Nougat
Display 9.7 inch Super AMOLED, 2048x1536 Snapdragon 820Quad Core 2.15GHz + 1.6GHz Storage 32GB (U.S.) Expandable microSD RAM card 4GB rear 13MP camera, autofocus, flash front camera 5MP Wi-Fi connectivity 802.11ac dual-band, Wi-Fi Direct, USB Type-C 3.1, GPSLTE (optional) Charging USB-C Battery 6000mAhFast Water Resistance Charge No Input S Pen4096-Level Pressure
Sensitivity Safety One Touch Fingerprint Sensor Dimensions 237.3 x 169 x 6 mm Weight 429g (Wi-Fi) 434g (LTE) Colors Silver, black The Galaxy S3 tab is seemingly premium the evolution of its predecessor, the Galaxy Tab S2, which debuted from almost two years and was covered in plastic. Like the rest of Samsung's device family, the Tab S3 follows along with the company's overall design standard.
So much so, it's like Samsung took the Galaxy S7 and flattened it out with a hammer. And while the tab S3's metallic and top frame exudes a finesse of its own, it's a fingerprint magnet — a fingerprint magnet that you'll find yourself constantly cleaning. The S3 tab has a power button and rocker on his right side; a vertical initial fingerprint sensor selection button on the front; and charges from USB Type-C. I
was able to charge my pixels, my Chromebook, and the Tab S3 all with the same power adapter and I really appreciate the convenience. The tablet also has four self-oriented stereo speakers positioned around the frame. They adapt as you rotate the tablet, and while the audio output is decidedly boomier with the S3 tab in landscape mode, you'll notice almost no difference unless the volume is turned on
all the way up. The 9.7-inch Galaxy Tab S3 is ready for HDR, which means the Snapdragon 820 processor and 4:3 Quad HD Super AMOLED aspect ratio are positioned to display compatible content, although there aren't too many HDR titles to brag about yet. The tab S3's screen is definitely TV-like - blacks are black, whites are bright, and blue and red are portrayed deeper than they were on the S2 tab -
but that Quad HD screen takes enough energy to power. Although the S3 tab carries a 6000 mAh battery, it's not enough to make it through a full day of full use without charging. At the very least, it employs quick charge 3.0, so you won't have to wait too long from leaving. As much as I've praised the Galaxy Note phone series and its partner S Pen, and often as I've implyed its usefulness to other people,
I've always thought that Samsung's pressure-sensitive stylus would be better suited to a tablet device – especially considering that we're at the age where a stylus is often the only reason to buy a tablet. Galaxy Tab S3's S Pen is definitely reason enough. Like the Galaxy Note 7 (RIP), the S Pen is equipped with an easy shortcut button that displays the Air Command menu. From here, you can choose from
several of the used actions, whatever these can mean to you. There's even a feature that lets you easily make animated GIFs from any video on the screen, a rest of the Galaxy Note 7. Using S Pen is a pleasant experience. It's like an extension of your finger if you had a 0.7mm tip and 4,096 pressure sensitivity points. The stylus is also compatible with a variety of applications, including Samsung's S Note
app and Microsoft OneNote. And although I'm not much of an artist, I'm fervently taking note, and S Pen felt just as natural to use as a BIC pen on a piece of paper. Perhaps the only flaw of the S Pen in this particular case is that it is not physically connected to the Galaxy Tab S3. You'll need a pencil bag to keep tabs on the stylus, or you'll need to get into the habit of scissors on your shirt. Like the old If
you're not a Samsung fan take on Android, then I have some bad news for you: the Galaxy Tab S3 is all about it. The good news is that this is not the Samsung interface you're used to. It is cleaner, brighter and easier to navigate. It's filled with features you'll find really useful, including multiple window features and a blue light light accessible from the notification shade. There's also the Samsung Flow,
which allows easy access between the Tab S3 and Samsung smartphone, as well as the debut of Samsung Game Tools on a tablet, which lets you capture the gameplay or integrate the processing into the device's Qualcomm Snapdragon 820. In the world of Android, a third-party version of Android usually does better on the tablet, anyway, since Android stock isn't exactly the poster child for tablet
interfaces. I'm usually dubious when companies claim the tablet's companion keyboard is as accurate as a full-size laptop, but if you don't mind the extra bulk that folio keyboard adds to the S3 tab (or the extra $130 it costs) and your goal is to be productive, Samsung's keyboard folio case is a worthy purchase. It doesn't require batteries, the keys are backlit, and there's enough space between them that
your fingers feel free to wander uncontrollably. Although I often had to backspace to fix the punctuation, I was still able to get into a decent writing flow. I even wrote some of this review with the S3 tab and a bluetooth-connected mouse. The only pity is that you can't use this keyboard with other devices. Samsung has been chipping away at its tablet game for some time now and as such, has had time to
perfect its interpretation of what works and what doesn't work for the tablet market. The Galaxy Tab S3 is an excellent device to get some work done. I did quite a bit of writing with the tablet in my few days with it and found that I could just be a productive one as I sat at my desk in front of an anchored MacBook Pro. For the most part, what you get from a tablet is what you've created for. The Galaxy Tab
S3 is supple enough that you can use it for work, games, reading, binge-watching, and almost all the other little laptop you can do. The only issue you may have is that Android itself still counts multitasking, and even with the native multi-window function of Tab S3, I'd rather have the freedom of a desktop to spread my work than confine itself to a meticulous switcher task. The Galaxy Tab S3 isn't much
more prohibitive in price than its competition, either, and if you're really committed to staying in the Google Play ecosystem, the Galaxy Tab S3 is a worthy consideration. But if you're looking for something more casual, or maybe a tablet that won't feel bad about tossing around, the discount Galaxy Tab S2 will remain available for a little longer. See at Best Buy We may earn commission for using our links.
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